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A return to the Caucasus and Africa, destabilization in Ukraine, the annexation of the Crimea, 
and acting as a key arbiter in the Middle East: The geopolitical strategy that Vladimir Putin has 
deployed over the past 15 years has destabilized Western powers and marks Russia’s return 
to the top table of world affairs. Diplomats, advisers, and observers analyze and decode the 
motivations underlying this foreign repositioning, along with its historical roots. They will set 
out to ask just how far Russia intends to go, and what kind of world it is trying to shape. 

Pitch

How far Russia intends to go ?
What kind of world it is trying to shape ?
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Humiliated by the break-up of the Soviet empire 
in 1991 and the decade which followed when the 
country was left in the hands of the oligarchs, 
Vladimir Putin’s Russia recovered its status as 
great power by the start of the 2020s, and is in 
search of fresh conquests. 
“The collapse of the USSR remains the greatest 
geopolitical disaster of the 20th century in Russia, 
because at the end of the Cold War, the United 
States and Europe neglected it. An historical 
rancor still lingers, so after a period when he still 
hoped to warm to the West, President Vladimir 
Putin finds himself leading an increasingly 
aggressive and determined Russia,” warns Andrei 
Grachev, historian, political commentator, and 
former spokesman for Mikhail Gorbachev.
Indeed, despite GDP barely the same as Italy and 
a defense budget equivalent to that of France, 
the Russian bear has once again become a 
key player on the world stage, from the United 
States to China, the European Union, the Middle 
East, Africa, and more recently the Caucasus. 
There are no elections, conflicts, or negotiations 
that take place without Moscow exerting its 

influence. This might take the form of social 
media campaigns, diplomatic negotiations, or 
trade or military agreements, and the Kremlin 
seems more determined than ever to reclaim the 
past grandeur of its empire. 
Vladimir Putin announced this goal in 2007 at 
the Munich conference on international security. 
Feeling misunderstood and under-esteemed by 
his Western “partners”, the Russian president 
baldly denounced US unilateralism and called 
for an end to the unipolar world. 
Since then, Putin has strengthened border 
security and taken a string of strategic positions, 
including militarization of the Arctic, forging a 
partnership with China, and the consolidation 
of gas diplomacy to the west of its borders, which 
were only the first stages of a new strategy that 
Russia is now rolling out elsewhere. Throughout 
the Middle East, Africa, and the Caucasus, Moscow 
is inexorably extending its sphere of influence, 
and no other power is able to stand in its way. 

But how far does Russia intend to go? What kind 
of world is it shaping? 

1/ Synopsis
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Russia: The New Strategy sets out to enlighten 
the viewer on one of the key geopolitical issues 
on the current international stage: The advent of 
a multi-polar world in which Russia has become 
a major player. 

With interviews, archive footage, graphic 
animations and illustrative images, the film will 
be structured like a journey around the main 
centers of this new Russian diplomacy: Moscow, 
Paris, Kiev, Tbilisi, Damascus, Ankara, Benghazi, 
and Bangui. It will take audiences journey 
through the seats of power and sites of conquest, 
meeting experts along the way who will help us 
analyze Vladimir Putin’s approach to diplomacy. 

Seen from Moscow, Russian diplomats, advisers, 
and political commentators provide their own 
reading of this strategy. Their point of view, 
which is little exposed in the West, encompasses 
numerous “crises”, along with the geopolitical 
history of Russia. 
As a counterpoint, international observers and 
analysts add nuance or even contradiction, and 
highlight the underlying interests and dangers 
that this strategy might pose for the West in 
general, especially Europeans. These interviews 
form the bedrock of the film, becoming its main 
argument. They interweave and bounce off one 
another, driving the narrative forward. 

A voiceover will be used for continuity, or else to 
crystallize a point of view. 

The narrative begins with a brief overview of 
Russia’s positions on its borders to the west and 
north, and the partnership forged with China, 

before swiftly moving to the focus of the current 
strategy: The south. 

To understand how this policy is playing out, 
the narrative is structured in chapters that will 
revisit the timeline of the past 15 years through 
archives, looking at military and/or paramilitary 
interventions in Georgia, Ukraine, Syria, Libya, 
sub-Saharan Africa, and especially central 
Africa, as well as Nagorno-Karabakh where the 
Kremlin recently succeeded in placing troops 
on the ground without any other powers able to 
prevent it. 

This chronology emerges as the backbone of the 
architecture designed by the master builder, 
Putin. Each coveted territory, each place of 
intervention is another piece in a puzzle, the 
coherence of which becomes clear throughout 
the film. This includes so-called gas diplomacy, 
“securing” neighboring states, access to warm 
seas, the conquest of new markets, and new 
resources to exploit. 

To underscore this chapter structure and help 
with the comprehension and visualization of 
what is at stake, 3D animations and maps will be 
used from time to time. 

Thus, as the film progresses, the logic of 
interventions all-too-often seen as impulsive 
will be reassessed as part of the Kremlin’s 
grand design. This also reveals its capacity for 
rapid action to drive back Western influences 
and extend its sphere of influence, imposing its 
voice on the world stage – even if that means 
destabilizing relationships and sowing disorder.

 2/ Editorial 
   & visual approach
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Alexander Shumilin

Diplomat and Director of the Center of Middle 
East Studies and Russia’s Academy of Sciences 

Dmitri Trenin

Director of the Carnegie Research Center in 
Moscow and President of the Research Council 
and the Foreign Policy and Security Program 

Sergey Karaganov

Dean of the Faculty of World Economy and 
International Affairs at the National Research 
University – Higher School of Economics 
(NRU-HSE), Honorary President of the Foreign 
Policy and Defense Council. Former adviser to 
Presidents Boris Yeltsin and Vladimir Putin

Fyedor Lukyanov

Political commentator and Russian Security and 
Defense Adviser, Editor of the publication Russia 
in Global Affairs 

Andrey Kortunov

Diplomat, Managing Director of the Russian 
International Affairs Council (RIAC)

Piotr Tolstoy

Deputy President of the Duma 

Arnaud Dubien

Associate Researcher at the Institute of 
International and Strategic Relations (IRIS) and 
Director of the of the Franco-Russian Observatory 
in Moscow

Tatiana Kastuyeva-Jean

Director of the Russia department at the French 
Institute of International Relations (IFRI)

Jean-Robert Raviot

Co-Director of the Department of Slavic Studies 
at the University of Nanterre, and author of 
Russia: Towards a New Cold War? 

Talin Ter Minassian

Specialist on the Caucasus at INALCO

Alexandre Orlov

Russian ambassador to France, 2008-2017

Andrey Gratchev

Historian, political commentator, and former 
spokesman of Mikhail Gorbachev

Jean-Yves Le Drian

French Minister of Foreign Affairs

Jean-Sylvestre Mongrenier

Institute of Higher Studies on National Defense 

3/ Contributors
Some 15 interviewees will help to decode Russia’s new diplomatic strategy, including: 
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